
Unit 1 - Character 1

Como agua para chocolate Laura Esquivel 
Teacher’s Notes

Como Agua para chocolate belongs to the genre of magic realism and was first published in 1989 by 

Mexican novelist Laura Esquival. Set around the time of the Mexican revolution, it tells the story of the De 

La Garza family, and particularly the youngest daughter Tita, who is forbidden to marry in order to comply 

with the family tradition of caring for her mother until she dies. Tita falls in love with Pedro who, when 

denied the chance to be with his true love, agrees to marry her sister so that he can remain close. Divided 

into twelve monthly instalments, each containing a recipe to reflect Tita’s love of cooking, we witness her 

emotional struggle and longing for independence from her tyrannical mother. 

Activity 1 Description of activity and suggested uses:

Students read the first chapter of the novel and are 

introduced to some of the members of the De La Garza 

household and their different personality traits. 

The true / false exercise will give an initial insight into the 

different characters. Students read the statements and 

decide whether they are true or false. If they are false, 

they must correct them in Spanish. There is a suggested 

correct answer for them to refer to. 

This could lead to class discussion about the different 

characters and follow up written exercises.

Skills covered:

Reading and 

writing skills are 

developed, as well 

as a more in depth 

knowledge of the 

plot. There is also 

some vocabulary 

building. 

Activity 2 Students read an extract from chapter x of the novel 

and show comprehension by unjumbling sentences 

which are centred on further showing personality traits of 

some of the main characters. This is a demanding task 

which requires thought and patience and could be done 

individually or in pairs. Students should be encouraged 

to look for grammatical clues in addition to working out 

meaning.

Students can check answers at the end and have a print 

facility.

Reading and 

grammatical skills 

are developed. An 

appreciation of 

syntax is required.

Activity 3 Students read an extract from chapter vii

and write a short 70-80 word summary in Spanish. The 

extract focuses on an episode in the novel which shows 

the complete breakdown in the relationship between 

Mamá Elena and Tita, with Mamá Elena increasingly 

weak and Tita gradually gaining strength and a sense of 

freedom. Students should aim to write succinctly. Sharing 

of summaries and peer assessment would be a worthwhile 

follow up activity. There is a suggested response for 

students to refer to.

Reading and writing 

skills are developed 

especially with 

reference to 

summary writing.


